(El]risimas
dmtings
And the angel said unto them,
Fear not: for, behold, I bring
you good tidings of great joy,
which shall be to all people. For
unto you is born this day in the
city of David a Saviour, which
is Christ the Lord .... And sud
denly there was with the angel
a multitude of the heavenly host
praising God, and saying, Glory
to God in the highest, and on
earth peace, good will toward
men.
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lor was that it be a praying school
STATE TEACHER-TRAINING
and
one in which the literal Bible is
DIRECTOR SPEAKS AT CHAPEL
taught and believed, one that sends
out real men for Christ and not those
In response to the nation-wide call who would seek to show themselves off
for Education Week, Taylor Universi before men, but Christ through them.
ty had a special program at chapel, He told a new story from the chemical
Dec. 9th, as follows:
world that shows the Bible can be
Song
America taken literally. From the story of
Sctripture Reading
Pslam XX:14 the baby Moses hidden in the basket
lined with pitch, a chemist was led to
Professor Adaline Stanley
Prayer
Mr. Clarence French the discovery of petroleum in rich de
posits in Egypt. He said, "Don't ap
Solo
"America the Beautiful"
ologize for the Bible, get the great
Miss Laura Neff
harmonies out of the Bible and you'd
Address
.'..."The Service of Teacher get an audience."
Training."
Oscar Williams.
The student body then marched en
Song
"Holy Night" mass to the site of the new structure,
College Glee Club
for the rest of the program. Rep

(Submitted in the absence of Editor)
The keynote of our college today
should be to make men. We are here
for a purpose. The world is waiting
for the type of manhood we are ex
pected to produce. While we are
careful by constant strain to develop
the best physical man we should strive
to obtain the finer ideals of courtesy
and of a gentleman. This is a stand
ard which one coming from a college
is expected to maintain. Thus let us
push forward.
The Editor-in-chief of this paper,
Mr. Eugene Pilgrim, is of that type
of manhood to which one will look
with respect. A respectable manhood
is essential to the foundation upon
The speaker of the hour, Professor resentative men of the school, and the
which rests the guarantee that the Oscar Williams, most ably presented orchestra mounted the roof of the
world will be bettered rather than left the absolute need of trained teacehrs plant. Dr. Taylor prayed, after which
as found.
After conversing with for our schools if the child is going all joined in song. Dr. Morrison made
many people even on subjects of depth to develop into his best self and if the dedicatory prayer which was fol
in which there should be the spirit of society is going to receive efficient lowed by several announcements con
pleasant entertainment and also of service from its prepared youth. In cerning the plans of the school. Sev
uplift to the soul life, too often I the face of the rights of the child, of eral men to represent various phases
have found the opposite. Why is the the needs of our country and of the of Taylor's constituencies were chosen
world always anxious for the motive world-call for not only able leaders to shovel the first coal into the furna
of entertainment? The joking atti but also for an educated and trained ces and to turn on the water. The Tay
tude, the care-free disposition, the mass of intelligent thinkers, the lor song was then joined by all and
curious temperament, the unqualified speaker sounded the challenge of the some yells given to various men who
leadership and the inconsiderate ac hour in the present world crisis. He had made this feat possible.
tions should be points for study to emphasized the point that teacherThe estimated cost of the plant is
make one better. There should be a training applies to the minister, the
$75,000 and it has been under con
positive development in ourselves missionary, the Christian worker
struction for the past five months. It
rather than a negative tendency. It is wherever found ,quite as much as to
is of sufficient size to heat many more
for just these principles that our Edi the teacher in our public and private
buildings than the school has at the
tor is working.
schools; for all such personal work present time. It is the first material
How keenly he feels the pulse of involves the principles of the teacher
forward look to the greater Taylor.
his situation! The close of this term in service. That all this work must
o
will mean six big issues of the Echo be vitalized by Christian ideals of
gone out to the world. He has been service, and Christian service made Rev. G. W. Ridout, D. D., Former
careful to
retain the
principles efficient by the teacher-training that Professor in. Taylor University, Exof our school. The standard we have, makes for efficient workmen—this service Man in Y. M. C. A. Work Over
the doctrine we profess and the in was the keynote of the speaker's plea Sea, a Strong Evangelist and a
fluence we hold on the world have all for teacher-training for the young
Forceful Writer Appreciates News
been principles he has well considered men and women going out from Tay
and to which he is himself proving lor University for Christian service. From T. U. He writes:
tine. This means hours of work, God speed the day!
Dear Editor of the Echo:
agony and toil for him. However, we
"Your Nov. 22 issue is superb. It
have had a good paper. Yes, it is
DEDICATION OF THE
fills
me with joy to read of T. U.
good "Pil" and we can see marks of
NEW HEATING PLANT
getting on the map in such a way as
your interest in the issues. We are
back of you for the best possible
to have Bryan, Johnson, Cadle and
The dedication of the heating plant
Echo. We want nothing else and we
Lyell Rader on your platform. I
also know that you will not be sat took place on the morning of Dec. 8th.
knew under J. M. Taylor a new and
isfied with anything short of that. On account of the weather conditions
Every hour you spend is appreciated the speaker of the occasion, Dr. Lyell great era would begin."
o
and more than that, we are indeed Rader of Chicago, gave his address in
It is to hearts in tune that the
happy to have one as you in our Shreiner Auditorium. As is his usual
school. We have been encouraged by custom: he came with a new stock of heavenly music comes. Eyes that see
your life and we want to express our similes and a new thought for every get the heavenly vision, and ears that
feeling of the students in this way circumstance. He prayed in opening hear get the harmonies of heaven.
to you. The best there is in life we that our plans and blue prints go to If you have not joy bells installed in
smash and God's plan sought after your heart, heaven itself has no power
wish for you.
—J. C. B. White. with all our hearts. His plea for Tay to ring them.
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cance. Warlike nations have urged
the influence of military training and
discipline upon the resourcefulness
and hardihood of their young men.
Such ideals of intrepidity and physi
cal vigor should most certainly be
wrought into the fibre
of every
young man, and young woman as well.
Whenever a young man is called upon
to measure himself against real diffi
culties, the fight won gives a strength
of character, courage and resource
fulness demanded of the virile mantype of men.
Shakespeare says,
"Hardness ever of hardiness is mothor."
The farm has no equal as the school
which teaches and trains in every de
sirable quality of fine,
up-standing
manhood. As in every school of
formative value, the courses should
be taken complete. It is profitable,
but not enough, that the severe and
unpleasant tasks of the farm be per
formed and its ugly phases be met
and overcome. These of themselves,
however well done, may Dreed little
more than stolidity.

The agricultural courses at Taylor trade of a carpenter, until that mys
University are offered in recognition terious day, as he "began to be about
of the fact that no broad institution thirty years of age" when the after
of learning may omit so great a field noon sun, as for the last time he re
of scientific interest and practical moved the garments of his daily toil,
application as that of modern agri cast the shadow of the cross upon the
culture.
closing door of the shop.
Physics, chemistry, botany, and bi
Labor is ennobled by the thought
ology have won and hold their place and interest which is bestowed upon
in education. Agriculture is the most
.
general and vital application to hu
man affairs and interests of all these
great sciences. It is the most prolific
field of knowledge which lies at the
door of great multitudes of men. It
helps solve the imperative problems
of living. A people generously fed
and well clothed and surrounded with
all that agriculture provides is a
prosperous and useful people, a peo
ple who maintain progress and pros
perity, and are ever ready to distrib
ute to the world's less favored and
suffering ones.
The man who takes the whole farm
Agriculture is a subject for the
course finds on every hand lessons un
most careful study and research. It
surpassed which teach the bounty,
is a fact of common observation that
the wisdom and glory or God. The
men have always developed in direct
varied and perplexing problems of the
proportion to the readiness with
soil quicken intellectual activity. Ob
which a generous living is produced
servation of the laws of life ever be
by earnest but not too slavish effort.
gotten, is vital always to his success
For their highest development men
and their study and practice give
must toil, but their labor to produce
glimpses into the mysteries of God's
a living must not demand such service
wonderful plans such as inculcate
application that no opportunity nor
PROF. H. T. BLODGETT
reverence and call to adoring worship.
desire remains for the life that is
The marvels of the quickening seed
more than meat. "The Man With the it and the intelligence which enters
and developing bud teach lessons of
into
it.
A
man
who
would
serve
his
IHoe" is not the type of modern ag
fellow men best must enter into their the resurrection that answer the cry
riculture.
of the heart. "If a man die, shall he
Net only are the varied subjects daily labors, at least with understand
live again." Everywhere about the
ing
appreciation
and
reasonable
which are the proper field of agricul
student the perfection of everything
ture eminently and essentially prac knowledge of their problems. There
the hand of the Maker has touched
is
a
fellowship
among
men
begotten
tical, but they abound in teachings as
elevates and refines, and uplifts his
of
mutual
interest
in
the
things
of
fruitful in developing the intellect,
soul in adoration. So viewing crea
quickening and ennobling the emo everyday life. It is a fine service
tion, "he reads God's thoughts after
which
enables
men
to
see
even
in
the
tions and lifting the heart to God as
him."
harsh
tasks
the
higher
thought
which
are found in any subjects of the
With such lessons well learned, the
school and college curriculum. Men is always present. A man's mind
who prepare in college to serve the should live in higher realms even ruggedness and hardness born of the
world, and this is the true end of all while his body is occupied with hum harsh conditions of toil are tempered
education, are the better equipped by ble tasks. It is the privilege of the into fineness and God's ideal man, the
a practical knowledge of the ways in young men who prepare for life ser glory of his creation and the world's
which so great a part of the people vice at Taylor University to be bear best citizen, appears. Such a man
win a livelihood from the earth. The ers not only of the Word of Life, but has taken the whole farm course. Such
best wisdom of that nation honored to lead men toward a better under a man is never an anarchist, never a
appreciation of disturber of the peace. He is the
of God as the people who shuld give standing and finer
the
wisdom
and
goodness
of God, man upon whom the world relies to
to the world the incarnate Saviour of
Men, laid upon every young man the evident no less in the marvel of the sustain education and to upbuild the
necessity of learning a trade. Peter soil and the growth of a stalk of church. He is the hope of civiliza
made and mended the boats and nets wheat than in the glory of the heav tion.
of a fisherman.
Paul was a tent- ens.
Such aims in agricultural education
maker. and Jesus left the temple at
There is an aspect of farm life not do not imply a shallow idealistic
twelve to learn and to practice the always regarded in its real signifi
treatment of the stubborn facts of
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THE BLACK CAT
Goodridge, Minn.
Dear Church:—
Do you remember all that you are
supposed to know of "The Rime of the
Ancient Mariner?" If you do, you
will recall that the poor old chap be
came so downhearted that he de
scribed himself as being:
"Alone, alone, all, all alone
FAITH
to the table. He returned to the fire
Alone on a wide, wide sea!
with an album. Tearfully they gazed
And never a saint took pity on
My soul in agony."
It was Christmas Eve. The moon at each picture of their boy—the baby
Now I realize that the miserable
was shining brightly and the snow picture and ones when he was older,
was falling silently. The whole world
The father placed the album on the man was in somewhat of an unpleas
seemed white.
table and opened the Bible—their ant situation, but in spite of that, I
In the midst of a number of trees Bible which they had read every night am forced to conclude that he habit
a small cotage stood in marked con- together for fifty years. He opened ually wore both a belt and suspenders.
trast to the pureness of the snow. In R ani' leai' 0 f the return of the Prod- That may seem a bit irrelevant but I
one tiny window a candle was burn- i£a' Son. They always read that story trust that the connection is rendered
jng
on Christmas Eve.
obvious when I explain that, in miBefore the large fire place an old
When he had finished the dear old conception, the most pessimistic of
couple sat alone in the humble little mother said as she placed her pessimists is the man who persists in
room. The room was bare except for wrinkled hand in his, We have much wearing both a belt and a pair of sus
a table, a few chairs and some pic- 1° i)e thankful for. We have always penders. Mr. Ancient Mariner did not
know of what he spoke when he made
tures. The dying embers of the fire t>een true to God and each other,
cast a reddish light over their faces
Yes yes we have much to be that declaration for there are far
worse circumstances than being all
revealing the sad and patient expre-i- thankful for."
sion on the Mother"s face and the
Suddenly the mother cried aloud as alone on a wide, wide sea. Being a
kind, hopeful awe on the Father's a beautiful light spread over her face batchelor, I feel privileged to remark
face.
"^e's commg Silas, he is coming back that I know some men to whom such
us
"Now Mary, don't lose your faith.
*-° me. Hurry to the door and surroundings would be heaven on
earth. At any rate, I became involved,
He may come yet. I'm sure he will, 'ook- Oh! he is coming!
but we'must have faith."
The father opened the door and recently in a series of happenings that
The Mother lifted her tear-stained down the road came a form—a man. would make a situation such as de
eyes to a picture of a strong hand- The father stretched out his arm say- scribed by the Ancient Mariner a
some lad, then said: "Oh, I fear my in£ "Welcome home my boy—my 'consummation devoutly to be wished.'
old eyes will never see my son's face prodigal son."
Listen, then, to the tale of the black
—my baby boy. Oh! if only I might
In a few minutes he was clasped in cat.
see him, have him in my arms before 'ds mother's arms.
A few evenings ago I was sitting
I go to dwell with my Master."
"T have returned to you because I in my shack courageously struggling
They both were silent for a long am worthy now because of your pray- with some of my own cooking. Dark
time. Both were thinking of a Christ- ers- Your wonderful faith will al ness was fast falling; overhead black
mas Eve thirty years before when the ways inspire me me on always. I and gloomy clouds scudded like
baby had come. How happy they knew the ]i&ht in the window was frightened sheep fleeing before the
were. They remembered his childhood placed there for me. Some times wolves; the gaunt trees moaned and
—-his manhood they had planned for when I was tempted so strongly, it sighed with now and then a sloughing
him but on his twentieth birthday, ten seemed that I could see you here of their branches as the wind slashed
years before, he had left them to go praying for me hear your voice at them. All the elements seemed to
to the big glittering world. He had mother.
canvey an ominous message, to essay
The ol<i couple's eyes were wet with
ruined his father financially and had
a warning against an impending ca
brought disgrace on his name. When tears but they were not tears of sor- tastrophe. My mind was filled with
he left he said with bowed head, "I row.
foreboding and a nameless, haunting
am going away. I am not worthy of
Virginia Ruse. fear clutched at my heart.
In the midst of my troubled
your love or to be called your son.
_
~ ~
:
,
....
,,
.
.„
Everv time a man makes love to
thoughts, I heard a sound, faint and
When IT am worthy of you IT will re- , . ..,
,
.
„
. ,
*
,
his wife he makes a profitable mvestfar off, but even at that distance it
turn. Some Christmas Eve—IT knowmen '
identity was evident. It was the call
not when."
of a cat. Nearer and nearer it came,
They had waited and prayed. Every
7
If one woukl see hls own fau,ts he making straight for my shack.
Christmas Eve a candle ' had been
"Ah," thought I. "I shall have com
placed in the window of the tiny grey shouI<1 borrow his neighbors specpany tonight and gloomy loneliness
home but he never returned. Ten tacles.
long years they had had faith."
will be dispelled."
Neither spoke for a long time, then
I" the game of love the result is
At last a moving shape detached
the father arose slowly and hobbled often a tie.
itself from the growing darkness and
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came steadily towards me. It was a coming and had escaped through a
A CHRISTMAS THOUGHT
BLACK cat.
hole in the foundation.
"And yet," I mused, "why should
The next day being Sunday, I went Ear away one winter night,
the pigmentation of
this animal's visiting so that I could eat a meal Where Judea peaceful lay,
hair induce foreboding in my mind? cooked by feminine hands. That Shone a radiant, holy light,
It is friendless, I am lonely; surely we evening, as I journeyed homeward, I Herald of Eternal Day;
ought to unite for a common cause." mapped out a plan of action. I knew Sang the Angels, sweet and clear,
Allaying my fears with such rea- that upon my arrival the treacherous Till the arch of Heaven rang;
soning, I welcomed the cat under the feline would approach me with tail Born was Christ, our Saviour dear,
delusion (as I found later) that it erect, purr-mill going and altogether This the song the angels sang,
would keep me company. Little did making an impression of vast amiaI realize that although the power of bility. But I would not be placated, To the shepherds on the hill,
ratiocination is an unique attribute, I would be adamant.
Were the tidings first revealed,
characteristic of man only, none save
Sure enough, he was there to greet And they felt a wondrous thrill,
he need abide by it. However, this me just as I had expected, but a On their hearts the truth was sealed,
animal did seem winsome and attrac- couple of shots placed him where fur He, a Shepherd, came to earth,
tive at first, so I fed it and then went would be an embarrassment and in- By His love men's hearts to wla,
to bed, while the cat crawled on top convenience to him forever; and now And through lowly, humble birth,
a box under my bunk and, as I sup- his bones rest where the prairie grass Took upon Himself our sin.
posed, went to sleep. With kindly waves and the cold winds howl. So
and benificient thoughts, all doubts endeth the story of the black cat.
Looking downward through the years,
now gone, I also resigned myself to
I trust, my dear Charles, that the Kneeling 1:^ the Babe, our King,
slumber, but alas! I had completely relating of this mournful tale has not ^ee- A cross its form uprears!
forgoten the law that cats sleep only brought gloom to your heart, for the Suff'ring to His life t'will bring,
in the daytime and spend the nights world is full of such tragedies and who Can it be that one so pure,
carousing around. This beast must can say which or who will be the To whom angels homage paid,
have been pretending, for sometime next victim? Forget, for a time, the Would for us such pain endure,
during the night I was awakened by phase of life that requires an in- That our pains might be allayed!
its sad and mournful howling. With surance policy and consider the idea
honeyed voice I coaxed it upon my that I have tried to present, namely, Ah! He left His home above!
bed, hoping that the rise and fall of that sometimes any company at all For our sakes His blood was shed,
my stomach would lull it to sleep. But is by far too much and that he career At this wondrous Gift of love
no! the creature spent the next hour of lonliness has at least the compen- All the night of Death has fled,
sti11 reechos through the sky,
doing long distance hiking with my sation of undivided authority.
body for the thoroughfare. I became
Sincerely,
In our hearts we hear again,
more and more exasperated and began
JOHN. Glory be to God on ig ,
to think of evil things to do to the ani- John Bugher '21.
Peace on earth, good will to men!
0
mal. All at once he hopped over to a
Meriettee essenauei.
chair where I had previously placed a
A BIT OF CHRISTMAS
° TIMF
cup of drinking water and with asGuided by the shining Star
tounding impudence he started to help
Came the Wise men from afar
Time is precious—but not so prehimself to a drink. This was too To the manger where the infant Sav- cious as He who Himself makes time,
much, I handed him a wallop that
iour lay.
God the Creator and Saviour lives in
knocked him half way to the open
Came to where the Babe lay sleep- timeless eternity, and we can more
door, the cat completing the remaining
ing
safely trust our time with him than
distance under his own power. With
While the angels watch were keep- try to save time by doing without
a sight of satisfaction I listened to
ing
him. A "Call to Prayer" says truly:
him going howling across the prairie As in swaddling clothes he slumbered "Nothing saves time like time spent
and composed myself to sleep again
on the hay.
with God. An hour's spiritual thinkwith the thought that I would be
ing, earnest communication, patient
troubled no more.
And the shepherds on the plain
waiting .would save both time and
Apparently the world does not move
Harkened to the wondrous strain
money, as well as keep hearts young
that way for the first
thing that I Of a thousand heav'nly angels from and tempers sweet." Time is an asset
howling under, the floor. I opened a
above.
than can be invested; and when we
heard in the morning was the cat
As they listened to the song
invest time with God we get it back
trap door, hauled the wretched thing
Of that glorious heavenly throng
again with infinite interest. Like
out ,and turned it out of doors. AH Went they, too, to see the Christ tithing our money, if we tithe our
day, as I worked in the field, hatred
Child born of love.
time with God, we shall find that we
ranked in my "buzzum" so that when
are accomplishing far more with the
I returned that night to again find
As these Wise Men came of old
remaining nine-tenths than we could
the unspeakable creature tinder the
With their incense and their gold
possibly accomplish in ten-tenths
floor, I saw red.
And the shepherds, too, their homage without prayer and listening to God
With the lantern in one hand, my
to pay;
through his Word. Let us save time
revolver in the other, and murder in
We may come to Jesus' feet
by depositing it in God's interest-pay my heart, I crawled under the house
Listen to His words so sweet
ing Bank.
to kill the cat; but he had heard me And our lives upon His altar ever lay.
—Sunday School Times.
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ALUMNI NEWS
practical agriculture. There is no development in any subject treated in a
Rey> N. Paul Barton of the class of
shallow, indifferent way The problems
at gt Mark-S church
must be not only studied for acquaint,
^
,
T
XT
at
Goshe
In<L
encewith their theory, but they must
">
On Sunday, Novembe worked out. The soil must not only ber §0th, he baptised 38 and received
the church' making a,total °f
be studied, but it must be made to yield
its crop to exemplify every lesson. Dairy 88 received into the church this conmanagement is not merely a theory, but ference Year.
;
real cows must be made to yield real milk
Esther Galazier is taking a nuise s
for real consumption upon dining hall course in the hospital at Quincy, 111.
tables. "Doing, a necessary condi- Rev. and Mrs. Charles Archer anc
tion of knowing" is an educational daughter, Virginia Ruth, are residing
precept nowhere of more significance at Geneva, Inch Mr. Archer is the
than in an agricultural course. Thescope Friends pastor there. Mrs. Archer
of the work in agriculture is too great for was formerly Jessie Salman.
present facilities, but what we underEthel Kinseley is teaching piano
take to do must be done well. The way at,_East Liverpool where her home is
will open as we improve what we alreadY'located.
have.
Mrs. Florence Miller is living on a
H. T. BLODGETT,
farm five miles from Columbus, Ohio.
Dept of Agriculture. Mrs. Miller was formerly Florence

LIFE SERVICE
from the "Messenger,"
1920, the bulletin of the
'
, XT v
First M. E. Church, M.ddleport, N. Y..
of which Rev. E. L. Eaton, our present Life Service Secretary, was then
Excerpts

June 20,

pastor:

Our Church at the Front
_
under sealed orders- "We
Go,nf? out u de
.
p'
never know for what God is preparing
"s ™ his schools for w at wor in
e
erea ei.
ur usiness is o <o
our W01
we
111
e Presen
pace
whatever that may be.
—feel,
rj,jle successfu] Life; "A man is always bigger than anything that he
No man will ever be able to
does
^e anything ^eater than his own
The question then is not
character.
how far wi„ you gQ> but where ^ y<m

°
LOCALS

Weed and is a sister of the two Weed begin; and then no telling how far
brothers here in school.
you will go for who can measure God's
Herbert Lennox is attending Hough- infinite will for you ?
Rev. Fleagle and Mr. Choo are help- ton University in New York State,
ing Rev. Wilde during vacation with Friends of Mr. Lennox extend their
ream I e
Evangelistic meetings.
sympathy to him for the recent, death What would we do in this world of

Misses Ruth Draper and Ora Taylor of his sistei'Rev- and Mrs- P- B- Smith and two
are soendine- a few <lavs with Miss
Helen Bayle at her home"
children are living at Yorktown, Inch
m i
.
. Mr. Smith is the M. E. Preacher there.
,saes
• e®' ,a"<
' ™ an Mrs. Smith will be remembered as
Messrs. Wyatt Smith, C. Shilling and G,adyg Mi]]er_ Both Mr am, Mrq_
J. Bugher spent a few days at the home gmith graduated from Taylor.
of Alice Smith at New Castle, Ind.
.
,
, .
T„
mi
• i , ta
ta
Mrs— lllges is attending Cleveland
They were accompanied by Prof. Drap-^>^st.tute thig
er as chaperon.
^ „
„
. '
, ,
08 1S .a e"'"'fg sc 00
Dean Ward has just returned froirt;®SS01
,.
,
.
... ... at Northwestern University this vear.
T ,.
Indianapolis where she, with Miss
*
Mrs- M>'er Uakes is living at OsSweets was a guest at the Lincoln
Hotel
kaloosa, Iowa. Her husband is the
,,
, ,
,,
.. Congregational pastor there. Her
Mrs. Faulder and daughter with Mr.
"
, , rM TT
, ...
„ .
. name when she attended T. U. was
Stoddard and Miss Norris were out
^
James
window shopping in Marion Monday. '
"
an'' ^1S" 'W''tigton Singer aie
Many of the boys are buying memox ej'
e 'S
le
e ° IS
ory books these days—I wonder why^/^*^ a
^pastor there. Mrs. Singer was Miss
"Johnny" returned from Marion pear, Gi]eg when here jn gchooL
Tuesday with a haircut. Hello "Johnn
ny.
Are we not too apt to forget that
The fifty students remaining on the new 'infusions of strength come with
campus have all been spending then- new opportunities and demands? It
time paying for their board.
send
has never been God's way to
Orville French is assisting Rev. John fregh and unexpected burdens to men,
Mabuce in evangelistic meetings foi without in some way increasing their
two weeks.
burden-bearing powers. The trouble
Miss Ethel Mabuce who is on her is that we seldom seem to expect this
first furlough home from Rangoon, or allow for it. We look at the task
India, stopped in Upland a few days from the standpoint of former
ago to see her brother.
strength, courage, and endurance, and
0
are dismayed by it.
How much wiser
The Babe of Bethlehem is the first- to trust that He who has the power to
born of the new race, the first member impose upon us the added stress of life
of the world brotherhood, and the new- has the power to send us also the
born ruler whose ultimate sway is the new and adequate stimulus!—J. R.
universal kingdom of God.
Miller.

f t
Were R not for

,
,
.„
dreams ahead ?
Por thorns are mixed with the blooming flowers
matter which path we tread.
The dream ahead is what holds him up
Through the storms of a ceaseless
fight;
When his hps are pressed to the
wormwood's cup
And clouds shut out the light."
&
—Seh
^

Summit Life
'Lbe king is the man who can."
„ , ,
—Carlyle.

You can make of yourself anythin"lha germ of which lives within you.
But to realize your full possibilities
_ „ .tha
,
,. ,
™!alm8' idtals and
ambitions all linked to an iron will.
!
h
wMC
Wl1' c>imb.
n]p 1 ^

height to

The little peon ° destruction that whine at your
at *he d°01'
of
ever>'
,
fm
' man' ^ou , cajl make thela
mprp
10 ^ e'r P°wer over
vour f
Ule
®e'The Guaranteed Life
The word "success"
once in tjie Bible- This''book^ of th'law shall not depart out of" thv
mouth; but thou shalt meditate therein
day and nigh that thou mayest observe to do according to all that is
written therin; 'for thou shalt make
thy way prosperous, and then thou
shalt have good success. Josh 1-8
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W. C. T. U. WORK IN MALACCA from their present degraded position, and, if necessary, to endure still
Miss F. L. Stout
They are in a position more hopeless further persecution.
than that of the Israelites for they
—Missionary News.
The Woman's Christian Temperance know nothing of God's promise of deo
Union is accomplishing great things liverance.
The missionaries have
IF WE CONFESS
for the Master as an adjunct to evan- come to these poor people to give
Lois Joy Hartung
gehstic effort in the mission fields to them hope of deliverance and to
Qne day j had a splend;d
tun.
of the East. One of our most needy inspire them with the desire to be led ity to talk wjth a
Argentine
fields in this respect is Malacca, a out of bondage. Already thousands woman who is principal of a
vern_
stronghold of Mohammedanism, where of these people are Christians. There ment school gb„ was curious about
many races, many religions and no are over 47,000,000 of these depressed the Protestair faith and asked me
religion at all are presented. All ones whose only hope is Jesus.
how we comn ^ne and how we co)1.
this naturally does not make for the an(j Indian Christian leaders! The fess. I was happy to tell her how
highest moral ideals especially as
But how few are the missionaries we talk directly with God in prayer,
many of those coming from Western growth in numbers is painfully slow, how we confess our sins to him and
nations, who should be the leaders The Christian leaders of today are how he not only forgives our sins, but
in helping to bring about better con- over burdened. As a rule, every mis- helps us not to repeat them. She
ditions, are far from their best m the sionary is trying to do the work of said that her family had awlays had
0nent.
. _
two or three and it is the usual thing a great respect for the priest and a
The drink habit is greatly on the for every Indian worker to try to great fear of him, but that lately
increase, especially among the Chinese shepherd the Christians in from ten they did not go to confession so often
naturally a sober people, and also t0 thirty villages, acting as pastor, as formerly because they felt that he
among the Mohammedans, whose re- teacher, and evangelist to his people, was only making fun of them behind
ligion strictly forbids tlwr use of besides going out to the inquirers their backs. They were also getting
alcohol. To a very great degree the among the non Christians.
over the habit of taking plates of anyEuropeans are responsible for these
It ig next to impossible for the pres- thing that was specially nice to the
cond.tions-to the.r everlasting shame be ^ |eaders to do mQre than they are parish house, because the dignitary
it said-and therefore it becomes the d
If thg f.f
milHons of de. a]ways lived much better than they
duty of all Christians from the West
,
,
, ,
,
, , , ., „
..
. pressed peoples are to have a chance
1
0
e
roblems
a
i' 1 -«°i u *
, P
to be saved the number of leaders
in spite of the fact that the priest
work faithfully toward their solution. must fae ]a
told her she must not touch one, she
]y increase<k
They need to do so not only to protect
_—Mass Movement Era was eager to have a Bible, so I sent
the people themselves but to save the
her one with a bunch of tracts. she
reputation of Christianity.
"I cannot become a Christian," said
a Mohammedan student to a Christian
teacher, "because I cannot learn to
drink wine."
An old Buddist priest, after I had
finished a lecture at which he and other
priests were present, said to me, "We
are glad to hear a message like thar
from the West. That is what we are
trying to teach, but the Western peopie come here and live such lives and
do such things that we do not know
what to think of them or their religion, either."
o
HELP THE HELPLESS
India has fifty millions of "Untouchables," outcasts. Centuries of ignorance, superstition and serfdom to the
higher casts have robbed them of
hope and the power to free themselves

VVHFRF tt COSTS TO BF CHRIST'S
WHERE II tub lb ID BE HRIS1 S
Dr. J. M. Taylor
During my sermon in an Indian
village my atention was often attracted to a poor man with very little
clothing who sat on the floor at my
left. His arm was in a sling, and his
back and shoulder were tied up. He
listened attentively as he sat there
weeping. When the invitation to seek
Christ was given, practically all the
congregation crowded along the altar.
At the close of the service I inquired about the man who had so interested me, and learned that he had
been erully beaten on account of his
faith in Christ. But the most prominent fact in my mind is that this
poor, ragged creature never uttered
a murmur of complaint, but left the
service determined to stand for Christ,

is really interested and we are
ing fo_. her

salvation

Many

Praypeop]e

who in their hearts sympathize with
our Protestant beliefs hold off as indifferent because they fear the persecution that an avowal of change of
faith will bring upon them.
o
PRAYER
The weary ones had rest, the sad had
joy
That day, and wondered "how?"
^ ploughman, singing at his work,
had prayed
"Lord, help them now."
Away in foreign lands they wondered
"how"
Their simple word had power?
At home ,the Christians two or three
had met
To pray an hour!
—F. M. N.
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WHICH ARE YOU?
bands and relatives she was free from
it. One night, however, after she
Said Benny—
Thakur Parshad, a Brahman by had been working hard to finish all "When I grow a man
birth, was married and had two Hindu her work and get ready for the meet- I'll milk the cows and split the wood,
girls born in his home. Later these jng) her husband forbade her to leave I'll take my mamma out to ride
girls married and their mother died, the house, bolting the gate and daring And do a million things I should!"
Thakur from childhood had a great her to go out. She was very dis- And thus the minutes one by one,
longing for salvation, and now being tressed and prayed that God would Found Benny sitting in the sun.
alone he decided to abandon the world help her and while she prayed, her
Said Teddy—
and wander from shrine to shrine. To husband had occasion to leave the "Shall I get some chips?
this he gave two years of his life house for some time leaving the gate And shan't I bring the eggs in too ?
and travelled through the great Hima- open so she slipped out and on her I'll draw the baby in her cart
layan mountains, from shrine to return prayed that God would soften And then she won't be teasing you."
shrine, always walking footsore and the heart of her husband so that he And thus the minutes one by one
bleeding. Then he returned to the would not beat her. God answered Slipped by while Teddy's work was
plains and reached the most sacred prayer and when he came in he asked
done.
shrine, where instead of finding sal- her what was the pleasure she found
l..«..0..0..0..«..0..0»0»0»l
vation the Hindu priests robbed him jn the Christian meeting. She told
of all he possessed, even his drinking him what God had done for her, and
SEND IT TO
water mug and brass plate.
then he asked, "If it is so good, I will
This shameful treatment from those g.0 w;th you tomorrow," and the next
he believed to be pure and holy was night he did so and is now seeking
a cruel revelation to him. Worn out jesus for himself,
in body and mind, and discouraged to
—Oriental Missionary Standard.
the last degree, he said to himself:
0
"Salvation is not to be found anyREVIVAL MEETING
where, so I may just as well return
Sunday night, December eighteenth,
to my friends and die among them.' closed a series of meetings held in
Poor soul! he did not realize it was the Upland Friends Church. Brother
the darkness before dawn. After joseph Youngs, the evangelist, was a
:
spending over two years in search of man of God and preached in the
salvation, he began to wend his way Spirit. God's people discovered imWatch for the White Truck
;
home. On the way he stopped at a mediately that he meant business,
place called Barabanki. As he was the meetings lasted only ten days,
sitting by the roadside to rest, a
While the Saints were doubtless
Christian man passing that way was un(jer a burden for the meetings, :t
stricken by his sa d pathetic face and was no] evident and this servant o'
felt drawn to stop and talk with him. God felt that he had staid as long as ;
LOYD OLSON, Agent
Soon both men were engaged in he could afford.
•
earnest conversation, and the sincere
Some ministers feel that they should !
seeker opened his heart hunger and preach to the Church people until they '
of his bitter disappointment.
take their place and pray and help
To make a long story short, the while others seem called to preach
Christian took the weary pilgrim only where the Church is already
Phones—Office 81, Res. 52.
home and in simple, earnest language undsr the burden for a revival and Hours: 9-10 a. m. 2-4 and 7-8 p. m. f
told him of the love of Jesus and the
y to help.
Even though Rev.
story of the cross. It was not long josepb Youngs preached for over a
7
before the glorious light dawned into week to the church, we believe that
•
Thakur Parshad's heart, as he listened be belong to the latter class,
Internal Medicine and X-Ray 4
to this wonderful story, and he said
jt is certainly true that unless
Diagnosis.
with his face all aglow, "This is what 2;on travails she will not bring forth
Portable X-Ray for bedside use.
I have been seeking for all this long children. It is foolish to think that
long time, and I have now found it. an evangelist alone can bring about a
Rooms, Dick Building, Hartford
For about three weeks he made his i-eyival. What a responsibility rests
City, Ind.
home with this good Samaritan anb re- upon the Saints! Can it be possible
ceived Christian teaching. At the that we are sleeping while souls are
close of that year he was baptized slipping into hell ? God help us to be j"
and has grown ever since in the
4
and about our Father's business!
Christian life. He is now a preacher
rpjje few souls who did pray through |
telling the story to others and helping
]]y touched Jesus.
One woman was|
them to find Christ.
very blessedly sanctified and one High f
—Mass Movement Era. School girl was reclaimed. We be- 4
0
Marion, Indiana
lieve there was seed sown that will|
Phone 384.
A little woman at Kinsen, Korea, grow and only eternity will reveal f 402 Glass Blk.
who has been a Christian for some how much good was done. We thank 4
Special Inducements to
time was very happy because while God for sending us Brother Joseph i
Students.
others suffered persecution from hus- Youngs.
HEART HUNGER SATISFIED
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ODE TO BEAUCOUP
Round about the campus
Why, it's hard to say,
Is running wild a little word,
That's making some display!
It's worked to death, this little word.
For in long phrases fine
This little word, it may be heard.
They use it all the time.
Beaucoup time, we hear them tell,
Beaucoup eats, they mean it well.
Beaucoup song they can but sing,
Beaucoup letters, anything.

Beaucoup
Beaucoup
Beaucoup
Beaucoup

package, quite a s'prise.
early, they must rise.
cold, they take a chill,
candy, they think they will.

Beaucoup chance for a parlor date,
Beaucoup sorry, they came too late
Beaucoup work they have to do.
Beaucoup quarters they're earning,too.
Beaucoup
Beaucoup
Beaucoup
Beaucoup

late to breakfast now.,
ready to show them how.
dreams, and beaucoup rest,
whatever they think best.

Beaucoup
Beaucoup
Beaucoup
Beaucoup

this, beaucoup that,
dog and beaucoup cat.
man and beaucoup maid.
went and beaucoup staid.

Of many more my poem could tell
But there's not the space I know
right well,
However in closing I'd like to say:
Why not lay poor "Beaucoup" away?
He's tired, dead tired, that we can see
He's worked as hard as the busiest
bee.
He's done his duty, yea more than his
share.
And his brow is wrinkled with many a
care.
He goes on the list whose history will
last
When we hunt for a phrase or so out
of the past,
Such as "Oui, oui," and "Monsieur"
too
"And "Merci" and "a la mode"
And oh, yes, Beaucoup.
—C. B.
Carnality does not improve with
age because no one can learn to be
good while the "old man" reigns
within him.
The only effectual
remedy is the cleansing blood applied
by faith.
—Selected.

NOTICE!
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by His Word and His Holy Spirit,
Christ is our wisdom, and unveils all
truth. Rest of heart we need, in Some
One whom we may love with all the
ardor of our being.
—Sel.

We deem it necessary to make a
statement concerning the article in
our last issue entitled: "The Life Ser
vice College." The completed defini
tion originally in the third paragraph
was for some unknown reason omitted.
This rendered the entire article less
meaningful. We sincerely trust that
such an error will not be repeated.
| PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON \
o
Office Over Postoffice
Christ sees everywhere the restless
i Phones: Office 1132. Res., 104 |
ness which He alone can relieve and
Upland, Indiana
f
end.
Hither to me, all ye that labor and
are heavy laden, and I will give you
rest—how appealing, how many-sided,
FRESH BREAD, ROLLS,
and how conclusive the marvelous in
AND CAKES
vitation is! It is never out of date,
So.
Side
Square.
Phone 37
and it leaps across all geographical
Hartford City, Ind.
boundaries, suiting us in the West as
perfectly as it suited the Galileans
who heard it first. Rest of conscience
we need, through deliverance from
sin; and at the Cross of Christ the
burden loosens from our shoulders,
DENTIST
Rooms 406-7 Glass Block
and falls from our back, and we see
Phone 1235
Marion, Ind.
it no more. Rest of mind we need,
through the knowledge of God; and

I DR. F. L. RESLER I

Bake-Rite Bakery

W. E. WAGONER

SEE US
FIRST
We give a 10 per cent discount to all Taylor University students
READY-TO-WEAR

DRY GOODS

SHOES

XMAS GREETINGS

LOY FURNITURE GO.
Furniture

Undertaking
Upland, Ind.
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alone is the full true Man according
to the Divine ideal—"The second Man,
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY ECHO
the Man Christ Jesus." In Him all
Published on the second and fourth Tuesdays of each month, by the tbe strengths, beauties, holinesses posTaylor University Echo Company, Students of Taylor University, Upland, sjble to humanity are gathered and
Indiana, from October to June, both months inclusive.
abide.
Entered as Second Class Matter, October 15, 1913, at the Postoffice at
Ao,ai
this Babe in Bethlehem was
Upland, Ind., under Act of March 3, 1879.
°
. .
... •
EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT
Divine. He: was the incarnate Divine.
Editor-in-Chief
Eugene W. Pilgrim Jesus Christ is the Eternal Son of the
Associate Editor
Edmund Coitez Father, whom the Father sent and
Organization Editor
Rosabelle Daugherty who willingly came for our redempLiterary Editor
Miriam Teed j-jon. "In Him dwelleth all the fullLocal
Lillian Armstrong
„
Chronicler and Humorous Editor
May Rector ness of the Godhead bodily.
Jesus
Alumni
Eloise Abbey himself said, "he that hath seen me
Athletic
Walter W. Rose hath seen the Father." Today, then,
BUSINESS DEPARTMENT
Christmas brings to our remembrance
Business Manager
Francis H. Fletcher not only the fact that Christ was
Advertising Manager
Martin R. Davis horn a perfect Man who could have
Subscription Manager
Clarence F. French . mTla„„-0 on am] svirmathize with
Circulation Manager
Hubert J. Higgins compassion on and sympathize with
mg hunlanlty> wh° could be
Terms—$1.25 per annum (18 issues) in United States, if paid before our su
touched
with
the "feelings of our inJan. 1, 1922; $1.50 per annum if paid after Jan. 1, 1922; $1.50 per annum to
firmities" but also the glorious truth
foreign countries. Single copies, 10c.
that He, Christ, was born to become
"the propitiation for our sins; and
not for our's only but also for the
sins of the whole world." Therefore
being the true DIVINE-HUMAN, He
could proclaim with all earnestness
and sincerety, "Come unto me all ye
that labour and are heavy laden and
I will give you rest." And He is the
same Christ today.
With what holy reverence ought we
"CHRISTMASTIDE"
blood, He also Himself likewise took to commemorate the birth of our
Lord! What birthday gift can we
part of the same."
(By the Associate Editor)
"Fear not: for, behold, I bring you
And then from this we conceive an- bring or what tribute can we make
good tidings of great joy, which shall other great thought which our Lord to this new-born King? As the
be to all people. For unto you is born himself later announces, that His Christmas bells are ringing in the dis
this day in the city of David a Sav- birth is the assumption of a true as tance and their chimes are heard
iour, which is Christ the Lord." This well as a unique manhood. He calle 1 C oser and c'0Kel 'e^ us draw nearer
was the angel's message to the wise himself "Son of Man." Hence He and nearer to God and lift our hearts
in tumble
humble gratitude
men—to the entire world of humanity, was in body, soul and spirit one^of us; in
gratitude for
for sending
senrhno- His
His
Christ the Lord is born to become the "bone of our bone and flesh of our only Son to Redeem us. Let us ex
Saviour of all the world.
flesh." What content of thought is amine ourselves and see "if we be in
How fresh, then, is this same mes- there for us in these sacred quota the faith" that in all things "Christ
sage in the heart of each Christian as tions? The great fact that Christ may have the preeminence.
How
us f°rget the real signifiChristmas season draws near! The knew or learned to know the limita- many
World will perhaps anticipate revelry tions of the body as well as the noble 8anC8
^his time-honored holiday!
and amusement; but for the Christian aspirations of the spirit; proved to be ow ew "I us really enter into what
the song of Salvation fills the air the Son of David and the brother of S. 10l| ''
the spirit of this memorable
ur friends have birthdays. We
about, and every avenue of the soul us all according to the flesh. For do . a.y"
is responsive to its strain. "Glory to we not remember the story! He ^°m J' Gm
their mirth and joyous
and
devote
God in the highest, and on earth hungered and thirsted, and wearied aU"
ourselves to
peace, good will toward men."
and wept, and suffered and died'. He f?"ei 'V 1.l'ea' every thought, every ph
"And the Word was made flesh and proved to be a Man in spirit and in that will enhance their happiness—it
dwelt among us." All Christ's work heart like us all, in that He sorrowed is their birthday; we should rejoice
for us, all its sweetness and prescious- and rejoiced, was grieved and was with them. With what greater esteem
ness to us, all His power as the Re- angry, willed and purposed, thought should we regard the birth of our
Lord since "He is a friend that stickvealer of God and of man, all His and loved.
power as Redeemer, Saviour, SmypaNot only then is a perfect and a ^ c'°ser than a brother!
Oh Lord, we have seen th$r Star in
thizer, Friend, Judge, Life, all depends true manhood revealed to us in the
upon this conception of His birth into Lord Jesus, but a manhood which, in the East and are come to worship
the world as the coming of the Eter- all its reality, was singular and ^ee*
nal Word into the brotherhood of our unique. This was "THE SON." He
humanity. "For as much as the is the "Pearl of Great Price" the
Much that passes for patience is
children were partakers of flesh and entire and perfect Chrysolite. He merely laziness
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CHRONICLE
"LUJIM"

Wed., Dec. 7—Interclub debate.
Hurrah !for the Eulogonians!
Thurs., Dec. 8—Another new Senate
member is elected. Mary French is
able to hop around the campus once
more.
Fri., Dec. 9—Mr. Williams of the
Indiana Educational Department visits
Taylor. First game of Thalo-Philo
boys basketball series. Rah! Rah!
Rah! Thalos!
Sat., Dec. 10—Our last Saturday be
fore vacation. We made the best of it.
Sun., Dec. 11—Revival services be
gin at Friends Church.
Mon., Dec. 12—Begins to look like
a white Christmas, after.
Tues., Dec. 13—Exams progress.
Oh! boy we'd do something to the man
that invented them if we had him.
Anyway—hopes for the best.
Wed., Dec. 14—Everybody thinks it
time to think about going home.
Thurs., Dec. 15—Tearful goodbys
and some people get left!—not thai
the train leaves the, oh! no!
Fri., Dec. 16—Who ever thought
that looks were deceiving until to
night? Ask Spike Ellison how he
likes marshmallows.
Sat., Dec. 17—Rain can't keep us
from Marion or out of the gym either.
Sun., Dec. 18—Everybody out to the
last service of the Revival in the
Friends Church.
Mon., Dec. 19—Wyatt catches cold
because he has lost the lining out of
his cap. Who are the two belles of
the evening?
Tues., Dec. 20—Mary French gets
her proofs from Marion. We can re
port she's very much pleased because
they don't look a bit like her. Who
knows a proverb ? To be sure, "Love
is blind," Miss Barnes knows.
Wed., Dec. 21—-"The committee"
makes candy for the Soldiers Home
in Marion. Then we all pull taffy.
Lance Lathan, pf Chicago, entertained
us with song variations and other
selections of his own composition.
Thurs., Dec. 22—Those who aren't
sick from the night before make their
appearance either on time or late
to breakfast. Mr. Holmes are your
hands blistered?
The post of duty is the place of
irivilege.
The shepherds keeping
vatch over their flocks heard the
in gel chorus.
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MORMON MENACE
i

f

KEEVER'S CAFE

j

FOR HOT LUNCHES AND
SHORT ORDERS
Oysters in Season.
D. R. KEEVER, Upland, Ind.

MRS. LULU LOVELAND SHEPARl) from the truth and teach error and
false doctrine.
"The Silver Tongned Orator of
They teach that Adam was God;
The Rockies" Speaks in Chapel
that God is a polygamist, the natural
DR. H. N. TURNEY
t
It will be impossible to give the father of all beings wherever they |
DENTIST
1
readers of the Echo much of that time may be found; that Adam is the|Phone 58.
Marion, Indiana. f
ly address of Mrs. Shepard's. Even father of Christ's human nature just ]
X-Ray Equipment
|
if it were possible to report every as an earthly father and that Jesus i 508 Mrarion National Bank Bldg. T
word yet the reader would miss that was a polygamist according to their
something which grips her audiences teaching God is always changing and
and secures new recruits for the fight never reaches perfection.
One of their doctrines is the baptism
against this menace.
Is the Key to Perfect Health
Mrs. Shepard related many alarming for the dead. But they charge $10
for
each
baptism.
Affections
of the Eyes, Throat,
facts about the Mormons. These facts
Lungs, Nose, Heart, Stomach,
The greatest danger lays in their
meant a succession of surprises to, not
Liver, Spleen, Bowels, Bladder,
only the students of Taylor, but have money power. Herber Grant, presi
Kidneys and Reproductive Organs
been to folks everywhere—even to dent of the Mormon church, is presi quickly yield to scientific Chiro
practic adjustments.
President Harding. Her message on dent of fifteen banks and holds mil
Mormonism was so valuable to him lions in other banks even on Wall
that he listened to her one hour and street. The church has interests in
Doctor of Chiropractic
twenty-five minutes and then promised many large manufacturing concerns
Phone 1121
Over Post Office
her necessary legislation if she could also.
The
priesthood
is
considered
infall
Upland,
Indiana
get the people back of it. Following
ible therefore obeyed. They require
is the address in brief:
Mormon children are taught that a tenth and it is paid or you get out
it is not wrong to deceive a Gentile. of church. They even exact tithes
This means that they can lie to anyone from women. What is worse these
outside of the Mormon church and not priests are not asked to give on ac
count of their expenditures.
commit sin.
Smoot, the senator from Utah, is
The Mormon church requires faith
in Joseph Smith as a prophet of God, called the "Watch Dog" of the treas
and in continuous revelation. But ury because so much of the govern
neither deserves anyones faith for ment's business must receive his O. K.
Great wealth comes to them also
Joseph Smith was a wicked young man
according to his own statement, yet from the sale of salt. Great Salt j The first Hardware Store on i
your way down town.
?
at the same time he considered him Lake is 25% salt. They can put a |
Student Patronage Solicited. |
self to be all right. It was during his ton of salt on the market for about i
Indiana f
youth that an angel told him not to one dollar and this same amount of |Upland
affiliate himself with any of the ex salt will sell for $12 or $15.
They have been reaping the pro
isting churches for they were not of
God; the Lord's church was to come ceeds from the sale of liquor for many
years. This is, sold in their stores
through him.
Soon after this experience he was and at the same time the words "Holi
Importers and Exporters
directed he claimed in a supernatural ness unto the Lord" are written above
JAPANESE ART GOODS
way to a mountain where he found two the door.
E. GUMBAN, Local Agent
The Mormon church still practices
gold plates fastened together by gold
cords and on these plates were the polygamy in spite of government laws.
words upon which the church was to They hold this doctrine as eternal as
be founded. While the truth of the God Himself. Government law means
matter is that Joseph Smith stole little to them. This is shown in the
EYE, EAR, NOSE, THROAT
these writings from a writer by the Oath of Vengence which reads: "Each t
name of Solomon Spaulding and later of you will never cease to pray al |Office and Hospital, 214 N. High St.
Hartford City, Ind.
added some teaching to cover up his mighty God to avenge the blood of f
f
the prophets upon this nation, and
immorality.
you
will
teach
it
to
your
children
and
They place the "Book of Marmon"
and the "Book of Doctrine and Cove to your children's children to the
nants" on an equality with our Bible. third and fourth generation."
They have a lesson on polygamy
These Mormon books contain the reve
f SHOES for the WHOLE FAMILY|
in their Sunday Schools every three
lations on polygamy.
Hosiery, Notions & Rubbers
The Mormon speakers and press in months. It is carried to the extent
Upland, Ind.
T
form us that the Christian churches, that if a woman is not married she
since apostolic times, are apostate will not have a part in the resurrec-

CHIROPRACTIC

JAMES THOMPSON,

|SERVICE HDW. CO. J

FUJI & COMPANY

jW. A. HOLLIS, M. D.

! ECONOMY STORE i
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tion, for a husband must call her
forth from the dead.
The Mormon Church is not inter
ested in the poor, down-and-outs, in
fidels, and skeptics. They seek mem
bers of other churches, especially
girls. Last year their nets drew in
83,000 of these people.
There are 90,000 Mormons in
Brooklyn and these, with the aid of
the mother church, are planning to
build a temple in Brooklyn equal to
the one in Salt Lake City.
Mrs. Shepard gave a few methods
and signs by which a Mormon may.
be known. One of these methods is
to ask him these three questions;
First: Do you believe in polygamy,;
Second: Repeat the oath of disloyalty
and Third: Do you wear a suit of
sacred underwear?
This suit of sacred underwear is
made over a pattern supposedly given
to Joseph Smith by God. If a Mor
mon should take it off without enter
ing another at the same time, the
devil would get him.
There are two divisions of them but
each believes that Joseph Smith is
equal to Jesus Christ. The new di
vision calls themselves "Latter Day
Saints." This division does not be
lieve in plural marriage.
Sometimes they are found selling
magazines or perfumery. It is pos
sible to come in contact with them
for they have a station in Muncie.
One of them performed the ceremony
of baptism in the Y. M. C. A. pool at
Marion.
Then be on guard for the writings
of James A. Talmage. He is a Mor
mon but some folks get him confused
with Rev. T. DeWitt Talmage.
There is need of further legislation.
In 1882 the government passed a law
against bigamy but the Mormons con
sider plural marriage a righteous or
dinance, therefoi-e they claim exemp
tion from the law. A government trial
of one of the leading members of their
church may be read in the Congres
sional Record for 1906.
Thirty-three of the states now have
laws against polygamy and Gilette
has introduced a bill along this line
? in the Congress.
"* It might be of interest to add here
that both divisions of the Mormon
Church have a membership of 462,329 in the United States, and that
Indiana supports 1,338 of these.
Mrs. Shepard closed with a request
for support, which she evidently has,
and with the words: "It pays to be
clean!"

Columbia
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Knox Hats
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Shoes

KELLEYs
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The Great Father above is a Shep thy, love—what a wealth of joyous
herd Chief. I am His, and with Hint understanding their true meanings
The snow fell and covered all the
signify.
I want not.
earth
We all remember the simple beauty
He throws out to me a rope, and
With silent robe of purest white.
of the words from Lowell "The gift
the
name
of
the
rope
is
love,
and
He
And shadows settled down upon the
draws me, and He draws me to where without the giver is bare." So exists
world,
the grass is green and the water not the modern practice of gifts,—in real
Then darkness, and the quiet night.
dangerous, and I eat and lie down sat ity a survival of that old, old custom
of love and worship and appreciation.
The tall pine trees dressed in gowns isfied.
o
Sometimes my heart is very weak
of snow
THE PRECIOUS BLOOD
Stood straight and still without a and falls down, but He lifts it up
A lady came to me once when I was
again,
and draws
me into His
sound,
Like ghosts beside some graveyard good road. His name is Wonderful. preaching some years ago in a West
dim and dark,
Sometime, it may be very soon, it ern city, and asked me if I would not
Or weirdly sheeted Indian mound.
may be longer, it may be a long, talk to her husband: that when she
long time, He will draw me into a spoke to him on religion he paid no
No sound was heard without the poor place between mountains. It is dark attention, and she might as well talk
man's cot,
there, but I will draw back not. I to a post. I told her she had better
No sound outside the rich man's door. will be afraid not, for it is there be pray God to convince and convict him.
They used to come to the meetings
But joyful hearts were in each home tween these mountains that the Shep
together,
and often as I was speaking
that night
herd Chief will meet me, and the hun
And laughter rang from roof to floor. ger I have felt in my heart all this I would see her eyes close and her lips
life will be satisfied. Sometimes He move, and I knew she was praying
The crackling, blazing fire upon the makes Nthe love rope into a whip, but God to convict him. They came about
hearth
afterwards He gives me a staff to a dozen times during the winter.
One night after he had taken his
Sent out its light and warmth to all; lean on.
seat I noticed that his eyes looked as
While mistletoe and evergreen and
He spreads a table before me with
if he had been weeping. I gave out
holly
all kinds of food. He puts His hand
one hymn after another bearing on
Hung draped about the door and wall.
upon my head, and all the tired is
the Atonement, as that was the sub
gone. My cup He fills till it runs
ject of the sermon. When I gave out
The children gathered round the glow
over.
the text, "The Precious Blood," I saw
ing hearth,
What I tell you is true, I lie not.
him cover his face and bow his head,
And parents gathered with them, too,
These roads that are away ahead will
To tell again the story of the Christ
and he fairly wept aloud. He follow
stay with me through life, and after
mas,
ed me into the inquiry room after the
ward I will go to the "Big Tepee,"
So old, yet ever fresh and new.
meeting was over and said to me:
and sit down with the Shepherd Chief
"Mr. Moody, this has been the most
forever.
'Twas Christmas time in lands both
extraordinary day in my life. When I
o
far and near ,
got up this morning the words 'Pre
CHRISTMAS—AND GIFTS
And hearts of men were glad again
cious Blood' came into my mind. When
And filled with peace and hope and
The word Christmas brings myriad I went down town to my business the
love for all
reflections and suggestions to our words 'Precious blood' were ringing in
Forgotten bitter strife and pain.
minds. Just what this day with it's my mind, and all during the day it
manifold joys means to each individual was 'Precious blood, precious blood.'
Then suddenly, the bells rang out for is an unfathomable thought. Nearly They followed me here tonight, and
joy—
two thousand years ago, Christ, The when you gave out the text, 'The pre
"Peace on earth, good will to men.
Prince of Peace, was born into this cious blood,' I could hardly keep my
For unto us a child is born this night world that it might again be blessed seat. I cannot understand it."
In the town Of Bethlehem."
"Well," I said, "I can;" and after
of God, through the blood of His Son,
talking with him for awhile he sought
Jesus.
The pine trees stirred and lifted up
The Wisemen journeyed far, endur Christ then and there.
their heads;
He is now dead, but when I was
ing divers hardships to lay precious
The music floated up to heaven;
gifts at the feet of this new Saviour of passing through that city, years after.
And thankful hearts gave praise to men. These gifts were symbolic of I asked about him, and they told me
God on high
love, and worship, and appreciation. in all the years he had lived, he had
Because His gift to earth was given. Appreciation is one of the finest qual never lost his hold on Christ.
—Miss Ruth Draper. ities in mankind.
—Sel.
o—
o
This custom of gifts, with attached
Hereditary Smartness
THE INDIANS' TWENTY-THIRD significance, has survived throughout
PSALM
Papa. "I'm surprised that you are
the centuries. It has changed and
It is difficult to translate the lan- varied as to form, but the essential at the foot of your class, Tommy. Why
gauge of the Indians as they almost principle in the giving of gifts at aren't you at the head sometimes,
universally use a sign language. From Christmas-time, still bears a deep, sin like little Willie Bigbee?"
Tommy. "You see, papa, Willie's
The Bible and Missions this transla cere and Christ-like bond of sympathy
tion of the Twenty-third Psalm is and love in universal kindred-ship. got an awful smart father and I guess
What noble words—sincerity, sympa he takes after him."—Exchange.
taken.
CHRISTMAS TIME
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THE HOLINESS LEAGUE

veity enjoyable program was presented
to an appreciative audience.
—PROGRAM—
"Kam," "Dan" and "Little britches"
Rader Trio
Reading
May Rector
Vocal Solo
Madge Bowen
Reading
Mrs. A. W. Pugh
Vocal Solo
.-. Wyatt Smith
Philo Standard
Editor
—Wendell Ayres, Reporter.
o
EUREKA
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officers were elected:
President
C. French
Vice-President
H. Slagg
Secretary
G. Stoddard
Assistant Secretary
H. Selig
Treasurer
Mr. Ken
Censor
J. Denbo
Literary Critic
u
J. Bush
Sgt.-at-Arms
Morrison
Janitor
E. Briggs
Librarian
Boltzell
Chaplain
, R. Hennings
Reporter
Means
Dec. 10—The Eurekas met for the
last time in the Fall term of 1921.
Owing to the approaching term exams
the meeting was adjourned after a
short lively half hour of parliamentary
drill.
Looking forward to the oncoming
term we the passing officers of the
club experience high optimism for its
success. And we are sure that under
the guidance of the new corps of of
ficers with the full support of the
members Eureka Debating Club will
climb yet higher in the esteem of all
who behold her. Carry on, Eurekas!
Clench.

"Him that overcometh will I make
a pillar in the temple of my God, and
he shall go no more out: and I will
write upon him the name of my God,
and the name of the city of my God,
which is new Jerusalem, which cometh
down out of Heaven from my God:
and I will write upon him my new
name."
We are closing this term with a
strong' feeling and a definite knowl
edge that God has made us evercomers
The Eureka Debating Club met in
through His own power. We cannot
be too grateful for the "times of re the regular session Dec. 3, for the
freshing" that we have had each Fri purpose of electing new officers for
day evening in the League. Nor can the winter term of 1922. The following
we forget the definite experiences of
regeneration and sanctification in the
lives of a score or so from our stu
dent body. Upon these also He says:
"1 will write upon him my new name."
CLEANING THAT IS SCIENTIFICALLY SUPERIOR
[
Dr. Vayhinger led in the last two
i
services and his talks were timely and
— Garment Dyers — Rug Cleaners — Hat Remodelers — f
inspiring. We are always glad to
f
Office 120 W. Third Street
Marion, Ind. {
have Dr. Vayhinger in our midst.
The officers for the Winter term are:
President
Miss Aileen Kenrick
Vice-President
Miss Carman
Secretary
Mr. W. McLaughlin
Treasurer
Mr. H. Alexander
Reporter
Mr. F. D. Wilde
Librarian
Mr. L. Stephens
Let us do your
Pianist
Miss N. Smiti
•—Reporter
CARDS
PROGRAMS
BOOKLETS
o

LONG'S CLEANERS & DYERS

PHILOS

The Philos met in Society Hall,
Tuesday evening, Dee. ffi, and elected
the following officers;
LVell Rader, Jr., President.
Kenneth McGuffin, Vice-President.
Dorothea Leech, Rec. Sec'y.
Katherine Bieri, Cor. Sec'y.
Harold Seelig, Treasurer.
Mildred Atkinson, Censor.
Chas. Shilling, Litei'ary Critic.
Ruth Spiers, Music Critic.
Edmund Cortez, Chaplain.
Wyatt Smith, Sergeant-at-Arms.
J. C .B. White, Janitor.
The following Friday evening a

ENVELOPES

LETTER HEADS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

We print anything printable

YEATER PRINTING GO.

PHONE 1061.
$
*
?

f
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THALONIAN LITERARY SOCIETY macher and Mr. M. Davis, the Eulogonian committee.
.,
,
The regular meeting Dec. 10, was
T.,
r,
The Thaloman Literary Society met
..
„
..
„
,
very peppv , very snappy , and very
in Society Hall on Tuesday Nov. 29 at sensible. ' The following 5 minute
12:45 for the election of officers for speeches were given:

ALL NEW AND LATEST MUSIC

at BUTLER'S first
We make a specialty of
RENTING PIANOS
AND VICTROLAS
To Students at Special Rates.

the next term. The meeting was full
inter-club Debate Mr. Ed Cortez
of "pep". The following officers were The Basket Ball Series Mr. W. Teed
The Past Term
Mr. M. Davis
elected:
The Outlook
....: Mr. W. Rose
President
Ernest Treber
,
.
Vice-President
Clarence French ^dependence of Philippine Islands
5th and Washington St.
r'
Secretary
Katherine Biesecker
' um an
Marion, Ind.
Treasurer
George Stoddard The Eulogonians
Mr. F. D. Wilde
Assistant Treasurer
Mae Skow ffy
a unanimous vote of the Club,
Censor
Mable Landon Pr0f. Francis Phillips, an honorary
Assistant Censor
Fred Wilde member was asked to make a few
Editor ,
Gerald Bush voluntary remarks. Prof. Phillips I
IN MARION
Assistant Editor
Velma Cassidy enthusiastically said that the spirit of
Chaplain
Eugene Pilgrim the Eulogonians—the spirit of fellow- \
Literary Critic
Jack Rose ship and love-—was really what led |
Vocal Critic
Wallace Teed him to join the Eulogonian Debating |
Instrumental Critic
Virginia Ruse Club. Lets keep up the good spirit|
Sergeant-at-arms ...Victor Huneryager "Eulogs."
I
Janitor
Hubert Higgles
We extend our right hand of fel- f
For Ladies' Ready-to-Wear
Reporter
Edna Cox lowship to Mr. Willard McLaughlin|
Tellers
Earl and Ernest Smith and to Mr. W. R. Holmes who have|
and Millinery
o
recently joined our Club. May the|
EULOGONIAN DEBATING CLUB Club be of mutual benefit to us all. |
Rah! Rah! Rah! "Eu!" Eulog!" "Eu- f
logonians!"
f
The past term has been, for our
—Reporter. |
Club, one of victory—not in the gloat
THIRD AND ADAMJ JTTJ*
ing, self-centered respect in which vic
SOANGETAHA REPORT
tory is often regarded, but in victory
earned through effort and sealed with
For Men's Wear
sincerity. The leaders who have carThe Soangetaha Debating Club met
ried us through this past term have Saturday evening, December 11, 1921,
served us faithfully and dutifully. On for the purpose of electing officers for
Dec. 3, we chose the following officers the winter term cf school. The result
for the winter term:
of the election was as follows:

BUTLER MUSIC CO.

j

President
.....:.
Mr. W. Fleagle
Vice-President Mr. L. Daughenbaugh
Secretary
Mr. A. Beers
Assistant Sec
Mr. S. Willard
Treasurer
Mr. E. Gumban
Reporter
Mr. F. Fletcher
Censor
... Mr. W. Teed
Critic
Mr. F. D. w.iCte
Chaplain
Mr. Rumball
Sergeant-at-arms
Mr. Ernest Smith
Librarian
— Mr. F. Gehring
Prof. W. Glasier presented to the
Club the matter of Inter-collegiate
debates, which was acted upon favorably by the Club. A committee composed of Mr. Geo. Fenstermaeher and
Mr. M. Davis, was selected to confer
f
with two similiar committees, viz.,
one from the Eureka Club and one
from the Faculty; these three committees to act jointly in arranging for inter-collegiate rebates. Owing to a
misunderstanding, Mr. W. Teed and
Mr. W. Fleagle were later selected to
take the place of Mr. Geo. Fenster-

President
Miss Cox
Vice-President
Miss Hessenauer
Secretary
Miss Churcrull
Treasurer
Miss BassetChaplain
Mtss Or*lip
Censor
Miss Lrblund
Assistant Censor
Miss Armstrong
Reporter
Miss Wheelock
Song and Yell Leader .Mrs. Gilbertson
Sergeant-at-arms
Miss M. Pugh
This was the last meeting of the Eyes examined by state examined t
club in the fall term. Soangetahas,
and registered Optometrists. |
can each one of us look back over
f
the term's work and feel within our
CROSS EYES STRAIGHTENED
own souls that the time has been spent
profitably ? Can we feel that each one
ALL LENSES DUPLICATED.
of us has done our best to lend inl
spiration to others and by so doing,
DR. C. C. FARIS
have been inspired? Can we truthDR. EMIL FARIS
fully say that we have loyaly given
of our best to make our club the
best
If we cannot answer these
South Side Square.
Phone 1410
questions in the affirmative, SoangeMARION, IND.
tahas, now is the time to make a f
fresh start by resolving that next

FARIS & FARIS \
Optometrists
!
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term will find each one of us taking
her place among those who are vi+al
factors in the life of the club. Why
be content with being an echo, when i
you can make just as big a noise as i
anyone else?
....
The meetings o fthe club have been
successful from the very first of the
term and it is with mingled feelings
that we remember that twelve weeks
of our school year have already
passed beyond recall. Our hopes for
the future are bright, and we offer
our hearty support to our new officers.
Those who have served us have done
their duties well and faithfully and
we feel that each one of them can
say in the beautiful language of the
dying Arthur:
"The old order changeth, yielding
place to new.
And God fulfills Himself in many
ways,
Lest one good custom should corrupt
the world.
Comfort thyself: What comfort is in
me?
I have lived my life, and that which :
have done
May He within Himself make pure.
—Merrette Hessenauer.
o
IN THE BOAT
They had toiled all night and taken
nothing, those tired fishermen whom
the Master found on the lake shore
that morning when he borrowed a
boat from which to talk to the people.
But afterward; when the healing and
the lesson were over, and the boat had
pushed into the water, once more the
catch was marvelous. It was the same
old lake that had yielded nothing all
night, the same old boat that had
beaten about in the darkness so vainly,
the same old net that had dragged
emptily. There was nothing new but
the success.
Will God's people ever learn that it
is not modern steam launches, patent
reels, and much-advertised equipment
that will bring success to any work,
but only the presence of the Lord in
the boat ? We are so eager for results
so easily discouraged with old mea
sures, so desirous of trying something
new that we too often forget the one
source of power. It is the same world
needing to be saved, the same human
nature to be reckoned with, but the
Master must be in the boat.
—Forward.
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DR. W. D. PLACE
Dentist

| NELSON STUDIO
f

PHOTOGRAPHY & FRAMING !
Welcomes You at its new Location
f 223 W. Main St. Hartford City '

i

One Square East of Weiler's
HARTFORD CITY, IND.

RISINGER & HUFFMAN
Dry Goods, Notions and Variety Goods
With some, it's quality; with some, it's price;
with us, it's BOTH.
! Hartford City, Indiana
North Side Square
i
i
i

i

BRODERICK & BALLINGER

Fresh, Salted and Smoked Meats.
OYSTERS AND FISH IN SEASON.
UPLAND, IND.

PHONE 61

AFFECTIONS ol any of the following r>
jarts may be caused by ner*es im- «**
pinged at the spine by a subluxated •
p BRAIN
vertebra.
EYES
EARS
NOSE _
THROAT
ARMS
.SPINAL)
HEART
LUNGS
LIVER
STOMACH
PANCREAS
SPLEEN
KIDNEYS
SMALL BOWEL
LARCE DOWEL
CENI1AL ORGANS
THIGHS & LEGS

Chiropractic §
_

Adjustments £
Will
_
Remove the A
Cause of
g
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Office—Bell Flats.

Phone 310

DR. TOM BELL

Originator of Optomopathy
EYES FITTED
SPINES ADJUSTED
Side Stepping 111 Health
28 Years Experience
HARTFORD CITY, IND.

Special Discount Given To Taylor University

Students

"URe Best Place To Trade After All"

SNYDER'S CASH DEPARTMENT STORE
Geo. A. Snyder, Prop.

Groceries, Dry Goods, Shoes and Notions
PHONE 1084
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fident of taking the next game. "Go
get 'em Philos!"
The teams lined up as follows:
QUALITY SHOE SHOP
Philos
Thalos Ii
Seelig
R. F
French f Upland
Indiana
J. Shilling
L. F
Johnson
Bedwell, Smith
C..
Ellison
C. Shilling
R. G
E. Smith
Rupp
L. G
Earl Smith
Mr. Coffman from Summitville refDRY GOODS, NOTIONS
ereed the game.
GROCERIES,
o
GENTS' FURNISHINGS
Upland
- . Indiana
A ROYAL ENTERTAINMENT

t

BEN BRADFORD i

On December 6th the Prayer Band
\
met in regular session. Mr. Eugene
i
Pilgrim spoke to the assembly con
j
cerning the Peace of God. TrulJ^ the
peace of God does pass all understand
ing. The heartache of the world will
never be appeased until the Prince of
Peace rules over the affections of men.
?
Christian yoke—fellows, let us be
about the Master's business.
j
The following officers for the winter
f
term were elected:
President Miss Cassel
One of the most delightful events
Vice-President
Henry Marquis
of
the Christmas hoildays was the
Secretary
- Miss Morton
Reporter
Harold Slagg dinner and circle party given by Miss
Pianist
Miss Ortlip Edythe Waterman on Friday even ? EVERYTHING IN BUILDING .
MATERIAL, WOOD & COAL |
Committee for selection of leaders ing, December 16th, in her parents' I
Phone 211 *
Chairman
Miss Walker home. The guests present were: Mr. f Upland, Ind.
and
Mrs.
Edwin
Leisman,
Misses
Miss Hall
Harold Kendriek • Florence Welch and Mildred Radaker
The last service of the term was Mr. Edmund Cortez and Mr. Raymond
one of quiet attending on God. Our Sturgis.
The dinner was a royal spread.
We Appreciate Your Trade
leader, Miss Edith Collins, brought
Space
will
permit
to
mention
only
a
us a message from the eleventh and
BUNS, ROLLS, AND ALL
twelfth verses of the twenty-first few of the "goodies:" chicken, (wheel)
KINDS OF PASTRIES
chapter of Isaiah. Our hearts were whipped creamed tomatoes, mashed
warmed as the Spirit spoke to us of potatoes, gravy. Then the desert—
Satisfaction Guaranteed
the serious obligation which we have delicious grape pie covered with a
or Money Refunded.
of telling the world about Jesus. Peo thick coating of whipped cream,
sugared
doughnuts
so
"brawny"
that
ples across the seas are asking for
Him; cultured folk at home are saying there was hardly room left for the
E. S. ULLOM, Prop.
"Sirs, we would see Jesus." If they hole, and a wonderful salad with an
Phone Orders 382
other
fat
dose
of
whipped
cream
and
behold Him they must see Him as
nuts;
(Hm-m-m)
can
you
beat
it?
He lives His life through us who call
ourselves Christians. Shall we not Needless to say, these "dining hall
tarry on the watch tower and wait boarders" feasted. Before sitting at
the table, Mr. Ed. Cortez announced
for the appointed vision?
—Reporter. that he would give a lecture on eti
quette immediately after dinner; but
—
o
i
before the dinner was over he forgot
FIRST GAME
Upland, Ind.
i
etiquette and asked the hostess for a
f
BIG PHILO-THALO SERIES
paper bag that he might take away
CAPITAL $25,000.00
|
some of those good doughnuts and
December the ninth the first
big
cake.
Philo-Thalo Basket ball game was
SURPLUS AND PROFIT,
After dinner all retired to the par
played. For weeks previous both
$8,000.00
teams had been doing some hard lor. To prevent anyone from becom
:
ing
hungry
,a
large
dish
of
fine
candy
practire and a fast game was ex
H.
T.
CONNELLY,
President
?
—home-made assorted—was placed on
pected.
GUY
DUCKWALL,
Cashier
j
the
stand.
The
contents
of
the
dish
During the first
half, "Buddie's"
gradually
faded
away.
As
time
passed,
WAR HORSES were a little nervous
and "Spike's" HUSKIES had an easy numerous games were played. And
time making the goal. When the then, as becomes deep-thinking stu
whistle blew the score was 19-8, favor dents of T. U., the minds of these
young folk turned to a science—
the Thalos.
mental
telepathy. A few experiments
In the second half the Philos seemed
to have found themselves and as a re were tried but their minds had been
sult they scored eleven points to the too greatly exhausted by previous
i
Thalos' eight. When the last whistle mental strain (?) with the result that
blew the score board registered 27-19 they were unable to concentrate and
the experiments failed.
favor the Thalos.
West Side Square
|
How fast the time flew! Before
Both teams showed good team work
anyone
was
aware
of
the
passing
time
HARTFORD CITY, IND.
|
and spirit which was accompanied
by all kinds of "wind" from the gal the hands of the clock pointed to
(continued on page 19)
leries. The Philos left the floor con

i O. C. BOWEN & CO. i
I
I

I Miller Lbr & Mfg. Co.|

"Blue Bird" Bread

Upland Baking' Co.

Upland State Bank |

DRUGS
KODAKS
WALL PAPER

j

j

Cronin's Drug Store j
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In the Rader home—

"Fit? Why, it's a perfect convul
sion."—Ex.
Mrs. Rader: "Paul what piece of
chicken will you have?
Dan Rader, trying to think of a
Paul: "Mother, you know I always
proverb: "The only one I can remem
take the "Wing."
ber is 'Of all my wife's relation I like
myself the best.'"
"Don't you think my new suit is a
We've noticed Dan Rader is quite
perfect fit?"
fond of "Kitties."
Heard from a "tot" on the campus.
"Mama, may I play with my doll
on Sunday if I play Sunday School?"
Heard in Dining Hall .
Miss Ortlip: "We had so much sweet
stuc here last night that I had to go
down the street to get a sour pickle."
Ed. Cortez: "Did you eat it all?"
Miss Ortlip: "Only half."
Ed.: "Who ate the other half?"
Prof. Blodgett in Soils II.
"Mr. Hunervager what is the value
of drainage?"
"Honey"— It adds humerous mat
ter to the soil.
Evidently Honey thinks drainage is
the big joke in agriculture.
Prof. Barnes: "When I get a kiss
that I want real bad, I put it down in
the lower chamber of my heart."
Miss Gurney: "Do you ever leave
the windows open?"
Mr. Smith: "I've got to write beaucoup letters tonight. I haven't written
home for three days."
Mr. Holmes: "So have I. I must
write two (after a pause) one to my
father and one to my mother.
Candy maker: "I wish I had a nail
to pull this taffy over.
Other Tandy Maker: "Pull it over
your finger nails."
(Continued from page 18)
twelve. With the knowledge that a
hard day's work was only a few hours
ahead, the party reluctantly broke up.
In the minds of those who were pres
ent, the event remains a pleasant
memory of good things to eat, a
happy social time and of the generous
hospitality of Mr. and Mrs. and
Edythe Waterman.
—One Who Was There.

SPORTING GOODS
Write us and
we will call on you

CHRISTMAS PHOTOGRAPHS
>

[

BEITLER STUDIO
Marion, Ind.

LEAVE YOUR KODAK WORK
WITH E. CHAVEZ IN THE OFFICE
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BLUMENTHAL & GO,
Marion, Ind.

The best place to shop after all—Where you
can shop with that pleasing assurance that if not
satisfied, your money cheerfully refunded—
Every purchase, in every department, carries
the same rigid guarantee—of |'Absolute Satisfac
tion" and we consider no purchase final until the
customer is entirely satisfied—
May this service guide you in your Holiday
Shopping.

We equip Basket
Ball and Athletic
1 Teams of all kinds
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TAYLOR UNIVERSITY ECHO

TAYLOR UNIVERSITY
School of Agriculture

Offers Exceptional Courses in
DAIRY FARMING, SOILS, POULTRY,
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HORTICULTURE
INCLUDING LANDSCAPE GARDENING AND
TRAINING IN OUR GREENHOUSES
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OUR GREENHOUSES
Now offering to the public Winter Bulbs, Potted Plants,
Ferns and Cut Flowers.

REGISTER FOR THE WINTER TERM
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For catalog and all literature address
JAMES M. TAYLOR, President /
Upland, Indiana
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